Abstract

Unlike explicit cartel agreements, the exchange of commercially sensitive information between competitors is a very complex and controversial subject within the European Competition Law. This is largely because this type of practice can produce not only anticompetitive but also procompetitive effects. Thus, a thorough assessment of its restrictive nature on competition requires a case-by-case examination, including the characteristics of the market, the nature of the information and how this one is exchanged within the specific market context, as well as its potential beneficial effects. In addition, any claim on the existence of a negative harmful impact on the market should be tested against empirical evidence. The recent experience in Spain suggests that the Competition Authority has not conducted such an analysis or followed an appropriate methodology, since they only identified a set of factors characterizing the exchanges in order to reach its conclusions. This lack of rigor could generate unfair decisions and lead to legal uncertainty, discouraging firms from engaging in information exchanges that may be potentially beneficial for consumers and for the market overall.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the Spanish Competition Authority (CNMC)\(^3\) has conducted a series of investigations regarding potentially anticompetitive practices which involve the exchange of commercially sensitive information between competitors. Although most of these cases concerned allegations of price-fixing and/or market-sharing agreements, the existence of information exchanges between competitors played a key role in the investigations.\(^4\)

Among these investigations, case S/0404/12 (AENA Commercial Services)\(^5\) stands out. In this case, the Authority’s investigation focused on the information exchange practice as an independent violation of Antitrust rules, i.e., as an autonomous infringement of Article 1 of the Spanish Competition Law (or Article 101 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union - TFEU), and not as an ancillary conduct of a cartel or an explicit agreement.\(^6\) The CNMC concluded that there had been a violation of Antitrust Law consisting in the exchange of commercially sensitive information between car rental companies in several airports in Spain.

The exchange of commercially sensitive information between competitors, as a breach of antitrust rules, has been extensively examined within the Competition Law framework from both, an economic and from a legal perspective. Competition agencies, such as the European Commission (EC), have published guidelines to facilitate the assessment of

---

\(^3\) Comisión Nacional de los Mercados y la Competencia.

\(^4\) For instance, see, among others:

- Case S/0280/10 ("SUZUKI-HONDA"), in which the CNMC concluded that a concerted practice had taken place, consisting in a bilateral exchange of commercially sensitive information between the firms Honda and Suzuki, regarding prices and wholesale margins of motorcycles.
- Case S/0425/12 ("INDUSTRIAS LACTEAS 2"), against several companies from the dairy industry, due to the exchange of information and/or agreements on market sharing and fixing of commercial terms and conditions, in the market for the provision of raw cow milk.
- Case S/0453/12 ("RODAMIENTOS FERROVIARIOS"), against several manufacturers of bearings for railway vehicles, as a result of the suspicion of a potential anticompetitive conduct consisting in the adoption of agreements of market sharing, price fixing and exchange of commercially sensitive information.
- Case S/0474/13 ("PRECIOS COMBUSTIBLES AUTOMOCIÓN"), against Repsol, Cepsa, BP and other operators, due to a potential anticompetitive conduct entailing the coordination between operators of oil products regarding prices, customers and commercial terms, and the exchange of commercially sensitive information, in the automotive fuel distribution sector.
- Seven inquiries, launched in September 2013, for potential anticompetitive practices involving the fixing of prices and other commercial terms and conditions, and the exchange of commercially sensitive information, in the markets for the manufacturing and distribution of motor vehicles.

\(^5\) The authors of this paper were retained as economic consultants in this case.

\(^6\) Nonetheless, it is worth pointing out that the Board of the CNMC acknowledged in its final decision that this case should have been investigated together with Case S/0380/11 ("COCHES DE ALQUILER"), as it determined that the conducts and infringements in both cases were part of a single act; however, it ended up fining several firms solely due to the practice of exchange of commercially sensitive information.
whether a given information exchange has an anticompetitive nature or not. Additionally, the economic literature has identified a number of factors that should be considered in order to analyze the probability of firms reaching a collusive outcome in the market, which could result in anticompetitive effects.

Nonetheless, the exchange of information between rival firms is still nowadays a very complex and controversial subject within Competition Law. With the exception of certain particular situations, neither the Spanish Law nor the EC regulations regarding horizontal agreements specify which type of information exchanges must be prosecuted. Moreover, there are currently no rules of direct application to determine whether a particular information exchange will result in beneficial or harmful effects on competition. To a large extent, this is because these conducts can bring about anticompetitive effects (facilitating coordination of rival firms, which constrains effective competition), but also procompetitive effects (which can benefit both consumers and producers), therefore hindering an adequate assessment of the net effect of such practices.

As a result, an examination of cases involving this type of conduct requires a detailed economic analysis of the exchanged information, and how this exchange has taken place. The assessment of its potential effects, both procompetitive and restrictive, should consider the specific circumstances of the market, and it is crucial to analyze the empirical evidence in order to establish the actual impact of the conduct, i.e., which of the two opposite effects predominates. In other words, competition authorities need to be particularly careful when assessing these cases, in order to avoid unfair decisions and/or creating legal uncertainty, which may discourage companies from undertaking potentially efficient and procompetitive information exchanges.

Yet, the recent experience in Spain shows that the Competition Authority did not conduct rigorous analyses or followed appropriate methodologies, omitting the assessment of certain key features, which resulted in biased final decisions.

This paper carries out a review of the economic analytical framework developed in the EU to identify those elements and factors that are relevant for the assessment of information exchanges, and which were not considered by the CNMC, particularly, in the investigation of the S/0404/12 case. The paper objective is to underline that in order for competition authorities to conduct an objective and rigorous assessment of information exchanges, they must analyze the actual effects that such practice may have caused. Also, authorities need to examine the specific manner in which the exchange may have facilitated a collusive agreement or could facilitate it in the future. Additionally, the procompetitive effects that could be brought about by these practices should also

---

8 As explained in more detail below.
be examined. By performing such thorough analysis, the authorities will prevent an excessive interventionism that could discourage the undertaking of practices that are potentially beneficial for both, producers and consumers.

II. ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK

The current economic and legal framework for the assessment of exchanges of commercially sensitive information between competitors in the EU suggests that a case-by-case analysis should be performed, taking into account a series of factors, such as the type of information exchanged, the manner in which it was shared, the features of the market and its particular economic context.

As we have pointed out above, this approach is necessary as information exchanges can be beneficial for consumers and the market overall, but they may also lead to restrictive effects on competition, resulting in certain market conditions that would be detrimental for consumers. This is particularly relevant when information exchanges generate or increase the probability of companies aligning their commercial strategies, giving rise to a tacit/implicit collusive result.

Nonetheless, collusive outcomes are hard to reach and sustain over time, as they produce market conditions that are inherently unstable. This is because, once the competing firms have reached an agreement (e.g., set higher prices), each one of them (individually) has an incentive to deviate in order to become a more appealing option for consumers, this way taking a larger share of the market.

Thus, a collusive agreement can only be sustained over time if a mechanism of strict control is designed to discipline the companies that deviate from the agreement. For instance, the other participants may induce a subsequent period of intense price war in order to reduce the disloyal companies’ profits and discourage their deviation.

---

9 For instance, the increase in transparency may lower consumers’ search for costs, as it allows customers to make more informed selections between the different products, resulting in more intense competition. Transparency may also benefit the competitive process, as it permits a more profound knowledge of the market functioning, which facilitates the accomplishment by firms of more effective and efficient commercial strategies. Increased transparency also benefits new entrants, which can enter the market competing more fiercely. Additionally, the improvement of information flows allows firms to conduct benchmarking analyses against their competitors (e.g., regarding production costs) and to better understand the market structure and trends. In turn, they are able to adjust their commercial strategies (e.g., investment plans), becoming more competitive in the marketplace. Information exchanges can be particularly beneficial in certain industries, such as the insurance sector and credit markets, where knowledge about data regarding customer characteristics or past claimants allows firms to design more suitable conditions and products and to offer them to the best customers, improving their risk management. For further details please see, for example, European Commission (2011) and Bennett and Collins (2010).

10 In that regard see, for example, Ivaldi et al (2003).
According to the economic literature, the EC guidelines on this subject and the relevant case law, a number of conditions must be held for a collusive agreement between competitors to be sustained:

- The terms of the agreement must be beneficial for all participants.
- The current and/or potential competitors outside the collusive agreement must not be able to erode the supra-competitive profits.
- It must be possible to detect deviations from the terms of the agreement.
- A mechanism of strict control must be in place to punish companies that deviate from the agreement.

Similarly, the economic literature and the EC Guidelines indicate that the conditions listed above are more likely to be satisfied when markets are transparent and stable (e.g., comprising high entry barriers, no major innovations and a relatively constant demand); when simple homogeneous products are commercialized; and when there is a low number of competitors in the market, with symmetric structures and structural links (such as cross-ownership relationships). In addition, a market is more prone to collusion when there is no countervailing buyer power, and firms interact frequently and in multiple markets.

11 For instance, in this respect the merger between Airtours and First Choice set a precedent, as the Court of First Instance revoked the Commission’s decision. The EC had decided to block the merger between these two firms due to the possibility that it would bring about coordinated effects (tacit or implicit collusion). However, the Court determined that, in order to conclude that coordinated effects will arise, certain conditions had to be proven.

12 Market transparency may facilitate a common understanding with regard to the terms of coordination (for example, by identifying a focal point), and ease the detection of possible deviations from the agreement. High market concentration also simplifies coordination, as it encompasses a lower number of firms and each one of them captures a larger share of the supra-competitive profits. Recent work has shown that tacit collusion is a rather rare episode and tends to affect primarily markets with only two companies that are relatively symmetric. For example, Davies et al (2011) reached such conclusions based on empirical evidence from 62 cases of possible coordinated effects (or tacit collusion), in the context of the assessment of 2 425 mergers during years 1990-2004. Additionally, competitors that are symmetric (in terms of market shares, cost structures, product ranges, production capacities, etc.) have more aligned incentives, which facilitates an implicit agreement regarding the collusive variable. For instance, if market shares are asymmetric, then the smaller firms will have greater incentives to deviate from the equilibrium, as they can potentially obtain a significantly larger share by doing so. The paper by Davies et al (2011) also presents empirical evidence showing that tacit collusion arises primarily among symmetric firms. On the other hand, greater market complexity (e.g., in terms of product differentiation) hinders a common understanding about the terms of coordination as it requires a greater degree of information exchanged. According to the review of the cartels detected by the EC since 1990, performed by Grout and Sonderegger (2005), most of them took place in markets where products were somewhat homogeneous. Moreover, the instability of supply and demand also complicates the determination of the terms of the collusive agreement. First, an unstable demand hinders the detection of deviations from the agreement, requiring greater coordination and monitoring. The instability of supply may be due to the importance of innovation in the market (in this respect, Grout and Sonderegger (2005) point out that R&D expenditures tend to be lower than average in those industries where the EC detected the existence of cartels), to low entry barriers, or to a large countervailing buyer power. Finally, there are other factors that might facilitate collusion such as the frequent interaction of firms in the market.
Insofar as the information exchange facilitates the creation or strengthens one of these factors, the likelihood of reaching a collusive agreement will raise.

Thus, whether a given information exchange between competitors is contrary to competition law will depend on both the pre-existing market situation as well as on the manner in which the exchange affects this situation which, in turn, depends on the nature of the information and how it is specifically exchanged. Therefore, to assess whether such practice may be anticompetitive, and once the market characteristics have been studied and the initial probability of collusion assessed, it will be important to analyze the impact of the information exchange on these initial conditions. In this respect, and also in line with the EC Guidelines, the following factors and features should be considered:

- **The nature of the information.** If the information is disaggregated, and relates to future intentions about “strategic variables” of competition, such as prices or production capacity, it must be almost always censurable, and is —essentially— the only instance that should be regarded as an infringement “by object”. Nevertheless, whether a given variable is considered as “strategic” depends on which one is the variable of competition in the market, hence it is necessary to assess the specific economic context. On the other hand, the exchange of statistical information that allows companies to identify the general level of demand, the level of market production, or their competitors’ costs, may be beneficial for competition.

- **Market coverage.** For an information exchange to have restrictive effects on competition, the firms involved in the exchange must cover a large enough share of the reference market. Nonetheless, the degree of coverage that is sufficient depends on the market's competition conditions.

(which allows for a quick detection of deviations), **multi-market contacts**, and the existence of **structural links** (which align incentives and reduce the asymmetries between prospective members of the agreement).

For further details regarding the effect of each of these factors see, for instance, Grout and Sonderegger (2005), Grout and Sonderegger (2007), Tirole (1988) and European Commission (2011).

For instance, Caffarra and Kühn (2006) suggest that, during the investigation of an information exchange, it is necessary to analyze the specific manner in which collusion may arise in the market, and what information would help companies to reach a collusive outcome.

Nonetheless, some authors such as Padilla (2010) have pointed out that not every information exchange about future changes of strategic variables is necessarily harmful (for instance, if the market in question is not prone to collusion or if there exist other relevant competition variables). In this respect, it has even been claimed that only those information exchanges that are part of the strategy of an explicit cartel should be considered as infringements by object. Further below in this paper we refer to another example where the exchange of information regarding expected future prices can actually lead to procompetitive effects.

For instance, the exchange of data regarding quantities or market shares would not be strategic in a market in which the variable of competition is the price and there is product differentiation. Similarly, the exchange of information regarding lists of clients could not be strategic either if it is not possible to allocate clients, for example because they cannot be identified.

Otherwise, the companies that do not participate in such practice could hinder any anticompetitive behavior of the companies involved in the exchange, for example, by setting prices below the agreed level.

For example, in an extreme case of Bertrand competition (in prices), with homogeneous goods and no capacity constraints, for coordination to exist and be sustained it would be required that all competitors take part in the
• **The level of detail of the information.** The more detailed the information, the easier it will be for firms to predict the future conduct of their competitors, and adjust their strategies accordingly. However, there is no general rule that specifies the minimum level of aggregation required for an exchange to be lawful; again, this depends on the specific circumstances of each market. Therefore, even information that appears to be fully disaggregated (in the sense that it refers to each individual company) might not affect competition if it includes different services subject to different commercial strategies.  

  18

• **The age and reference period of the exchanged information.** Generally, the exchange of historic data does not facilitate collusion as it does not contribute to a timely detection of disloyal firms that deviate from the agreement. In contrast, information regarding future intentions represents a greater risk as it allows companies to reach a reference point in terms of the price to be set or the market to be shared.  

  19

• **The frequency of the exchange.** Frequent data exchanges permit companies to better and more quickly adapt their commercial policies to their competitors’ strategies. Moreover, for a collusive outcome to be sustained, the punishment for deviations from the agreement ought to be credible and effective, therefore the detection of deviations must be timely in order to limit the extra profits obtained by the disloyal firm. Again, the frequency of the information exchange necessary to reach a collusive outcome also depends on the nature, age, and the disaggregation level of the data.  

  20

agreement. The necessary degree of coverage is lower if there is Cournot competition (setting quantities), with homogeneous goods, where it suffices that around 80% of the market participates in the agreement for collusion to be sustainable (this result was first found by Salant et al (1983)). Another example that can be highlighted is the case of competition with differentiated products, where the share of participation that is necessary may sometimes be even lower, depending on the circumstances of each market; in this case, although the collusive outcome results in a lower profit increase (as each company already has some market power for its own differentiated product), the incentives to deviate are also lower as a deviating company cannot steal all customers from other competitors, also due to the product differentiation.  

  18 For instance, if the information exchanged aggregates and does not distinguish between multiple customer segments subject to different offers in terms of price and service features, then it will be very difficult to correctly detect prospective deviations or to exert a particular punishment to a disloyal firm.

  19 In order to assess whether the information exchange can be described as historic, the specific competitive circumstances of the market must be considered. For example, in industries where demand is very stable, future actions by competitors may be more easily anticipated based on their past actions. Similarly, whether information is historic or not will also depend on the frequency of price renegotiations: the data would be considered historic if it is several times older than the average duration of contracts or the period of time between two price renegotiations. Thus, in markets where, for example, concession contracts are offered every one or two years, information that is one or two years old may still be very relevant. In contrast, if tenders are arranged one or twice a week, then information that is one or two months old would be of little use in order to agree on bidding terms for the next tender, or to detect deviations.

  20 For instance, even though information that is exchanged on a monthly basis reflects, in principle, great frequency, it may not be such if in the market of interest price changes take place on an hourly or daily basis, as in this case even monthly information would not allow firms to monitor effectively the evolution of prices.
• **The information is publicly available.** Generally, the exchange of information that is public, or that rivals can access by other means, should not be considered as a violation of competition rules.

• **The information is verifiable.** That is, whether the information exchanged is verifiable or it cannot be corroborated. When the information obtained from competitors cannot be verified, there is the risk that it might simply be “cheap talk”, i.e., that the information exchanged is not correct. In this situation, it may not be possible to detect deviations from the terms of the agreement which, in turn, would impede the sustainability of the collusive equilibrium.

In summary, to conclude that an information exchange in a given market can facilitate coordination, and is susceptible to restrict competition on the market, the following should be proven:

• **The market is such that tacit collusion is feasible,** i.e., it displays the characteristics of a market prone to collusion.

• **The nature of the exchange creates or strengthens these factors,** in particular because it increases market transparency, therefore facilitating an agreement on the coordination terms, the monitoring of the agreement, and retaliation against disloyal companies. This is shown by performing a case-by-case assessment where the nature of the information is analyzed in the context defined by the specific market characteristics, such as the companies’ features and those from the products and consumers.

Generally, the likelihood of collusion increases when the information exchanged is disaggregated and individualized, when is private and when is related to future intentions regarding strategic competition variables.

However, it should be borne in mind that even an information exchange of future intentions regarding strategic competitive variables may also generate procompetitive effects, especially when the information is also revealed to consumers. This potential dichotomy calls for an empirical analysis of the effects observed in the market.

---

21 In this respect, it has been suggested (see, for instance, Bennett and Collins (2010)), that public announcements by firms (i.e., providing information to both their rivals and consumers), even if they involve individualized information regarding their future pricing intentions, should not necessarily be deemed as an infringements by object, as they can result in procompetitive effects that should be carefully analyzed.
As a result, it will also be necessary to show that:

- **There are no procompetitive effects that offset the potential restrictive effects.** For example, the information exchange may resolve information asymmetries that generated inefficiencies, it may reduce search costs for consumers and market uncertainty (regarding the evolution of supply, demand, production costs, etc.), in such a way that firms are able to define better strategies (e.g., investment plans), etc.

In fact, an information exchange regarding future pricing intentions may have a clear procompetitive effect, for example, when a company that was offering its products (or had planned to offer them) at a given price decides to reduce prices after finding out that its competitors are setting lower prices (or planning to set lower prices) than it had previously expected. In other words, even in an extreme scenario in which information about future pricing intentions is exchanged, the final effect could still enhance competition in the market.\(^{22}\)

- **The empirical evidence indicates that the exchange has caused restrictive effects on the market,** and that consumers have been harmed. In this respect, it is necessary to perform a profound analysis of the market data and other relevant available information.\(^{23}\)

\(^{22}\) A very illustrative example in this respect is the investigation by the Spanish Competition Authority regarding the matter of rounding up of mobile phone tariffs (“redondeo de tarifas de móviles”), for which a final decision was reached in 2009. The Agency investigated Movistar, Vodafone and Orange for a potential collusive agreement, facilitated by an announcement that anticipated new tariffs. Specifically, Movistar was first to announce a new tariff, increasing the call set-up charge up to €0.15; this was subsequently mimicked by Vodafone and Orange. Nevertheless, the CNMC concluded that the existence of unlawful practices had not been proven, and pointed out as a relevant fact that Vodafone and Orange, after Movistar’s price announcement, decided to set lower tariffs than what they had planned prior to Movistar’s announcement. In other words, the early price announcement resulted in lower charges than the ones that would have been set otherwise, therefore generating a procompetitive effect.

\(^{23}\) Even though the detection and punishment of collusive practices is one of the most important functions of antitrust authorities, the task of demonstrating the existence of an agreement (particularly when it is implicit) that may have had effects on the market, based on empirical evidence, is not straightforward. Nonetheless, there is a general consensus regarding the relevant economic indicators that should be analyzed in order to determine whether a market is competitive or; on the contrary, if there are signs of a collusive agreement between competitors that may have affected the market variables (on this subject, see for example, the works by Harrington (2007) and Harrington (2008)). Among such indicators, the following ones are worth mentioning: the stability of market shares, price parallelism and convergence (as long as this is not due to exogenous factors such as the cost of a common input or the evolution of demand), the frequency of market entry and exit, the profit margins and the degree of innovation. Additionally, any other element suggesting significant customer switching between competitors may be relevant evidence for this assessment. Anecdotal evidence regarding companies’ aggressive commercial policies (for example through the application of discounts and offers) would also represent solid evidence of fierce competition taking place in the market.
III. CASE S/0404/12 (AENA COMMERCIAL SERVICES)

In case S/0404/12, CNMC concluded that there had been an infringement of Competition Law, which involved the exchange of commercially sensitive information between car rental companies in several airports in Spain. The conduct in question consisted in the distribution, by AENA, of monthly and “disaggregated” information regarding total revenue and the number of rental contracts, among the concessionaire companies at each airport.

The CNMC’s decision regarding this case contained very few elements of economic analysis, such as those described in the previous section, or justification of the conclusions related to the effects of the exchange of information and its restrictive nature on competition. The few claims expressed in this regard established that:

“Exchanges of commercially sensitive information not only had the ability to reduce independence in the decision-making process of the car rental companies accused, eliminating uncertainty and restricting competition, but also this practice among concessionaries in almost all airports in Spain (...) enabled them to reduce or suppress the degree of uncertainty about the competitive functioning of the affected market, leading to a collusive outcome”,

and that:

“The purpose of the exchange of commercially sensitive information was to have access to specific knowledge on the market shares of all car rental companies accused and their evolution over time on a monthly basis, thanks to the exchange of disaggregated information on sales data and number of contracts signed every month, in almost all Spanish airports.”

In addition, the decision pointed out that:

“Regardless of the type and nature of the information exchanged between the accused companies, the high frequency (monthly) and age of the data (one month) the predominance of car rental companies with the highest market shares in the sector is corroborated”

---

24 AENA is the administrator in charge of the management and operation of most airports in Spain.

25 Pages 10 and 11 of the CNMC’s decision in Case S/0404/12 (own translation).
The CNMC’s assessment suffers from several limitations, in particular:

- It did not carry out an analysis of the relevant factors to determine whether or not this is a market prone to collusion;
- It did not analyze the specific characteristics of the information exchange within the context of the market in which it took place. Although it is true that references to some of these factors (such as the frequency of the exchange, the level of detail and the age of the data) and their potential general effects are made, it never assessed whether these factors could really have an impact on this market; and
- Despite the claims on the existence of anticompetitive effects on the market, no empirical evidence to support these assertions was provided.

Each of these three limitations is discussed in the following sections.

3.1. The car rental sector is not a market prone to collusion

An important aspect that the CNMC omitted during its assessment is the fact that the car rental sector is not a market prone to collusion, since it would be extremely difficult to reach an implicit agreement between the competitors leading to a collusive result in the market that could be sustained over time. This is mainly because:

a) It would be very difficult to agree on a set of terms and conditions that could be beneficial to all companies. Because the market is not transparent in the corporate and intermediary segments, the interaction between competitors is not frequent for these two segments, and companies are numerous and asymmetric. Also, the degree of product differentiation is very high, with multiple dimensions of competition, such as quality, range of vehicles, fleet capacity, etc., as well as the existence of numerous features and contractual conditions that would hinder collusion. Moreover, the market is subject to an intense degree of strategic innovation and there are no structural links between the firms that would help them align their incentives.

b) If other firms or potential competitors observed very high prices, they would try to benefit from it expanding or entering the market (due to the low barriers to entry), thus eroding the benefits of coordination.

c) It would not be possible to monitor the behavior of the companies and detect possible deviations from the agreements, a required condition in order to sustain collusion —due to opacity in some market segments (in particular, the corporate

---

26 Innovation in the car rental sector is mainly reflected in the rental and management procedures (e.g. via the internet), the marketing initiatives (such as promotions, discounts and loyalty programs), the launch of new products (such as the bundling of services), as well as in its sales channels, etc.
and leisure through intermediaries)— and the many variables affecting prices. In addition, the large variability of demand (particularly in the leisure segment, which is seasonal) would hinder an agreement on the terms of coordination and the task to detect disloyal firms.

d) There is not a credible retaliation mechanism against disloyal firms since, for example, there are asymmetries of capacity that would hinder the punishments, and the lack of multi-market contacts would reduce their effectiveness.

3.2. The information exchange did not facilitate collusion

The CNMC does not explain why the exchange of data on market shares (or revenues, or number of contracts) made it possible to reduce competition in this market. In the car rental sector, the strategic competition variable is not the market share but the price.\(^{27}\) In fact, due to the significant level of product differentiation, and continuous price variation in the leisure segment, monthly market shares do not provide sufficient information to sustain a collusive agreement, since they do not enable firms to detect possible deviations.

In addition, the information exchanged was of little use, as it only referred to a fraction of competitors (or sales) in the market, which the CNMC suggested to be a nationwide\(^ {28}\) market, and also because many other companies operating at airports in Spain (particularly in the vicinity of these) did not receive the information.

Furthermore, data on market shares was aggregated so that it was impossible to distinguish between the different market segments (leisure, corporate, intermediaries) and all the variables affecting the price of the service, such as the type of customer, the sales channel, the rental period, the insurance coverage, among others.

Also, the CNMC did not take into account that the prices of competitors for the leisure segment are publicly available on their websites or through on-line search engines. And, as noted above, although the terms and conditions in the corporate and intermediary segments are more opaque, the information provided by AENA did not allow distinguishing these segments in particular.

Another characteristic of the information that was not analyzed properly was the frequency of the exchange. The CNMC considered that a monthly frequency was very

---

\(^{27}\) That is, the firms do not decide how many “rental contracts” they will sign but, essentially, at which prices they will offer the service.

\(^{28}\) In Spain, there are about 2 000 firms operating in the car rental sector, of which only 20 had concessions at Spanish airports, so that the coverage of the information exchanged only reached about 1% of the firms. Such a low coverage prevents the exchange of information from generating restrictive effects on competition.
high, despite the fact that: i) prices in this market, at least in the case of leisure customers, are updated several times a day, ii) the average contract duration is one week, iii) the competitive interaction among firms is very frequent. Moreover, in the case of corporate customers, the terms and conditions are fixed for very long periods of time (one or two years), so that the sharing of monthly information would be irrelevant.

Similarly, the CNMC highlighted the age of the data (one month), but without assessing the economic context of the market. As noted above, whether the data exchange is considered as historical or current depends fundamentally on the circumstances of the market in question, in particular regarding the frequency with which prices are negotiated or the stability of the demand. In this case, specifically in the leisure customer segment, price variations are continuous and demand is characterized by its seasonality, so that even relatively recent information would be useless.

Finally, and regarding the analysis of the information exchanged, the CNMC makes two mistakes, in our opinion:

3.2.1. It establishes the wrong causal relationship between uncertainty, independence in decision making and restriction on competition

In particular, the CNMC stated that the exchanges of information had the ability to reduce the independence in the decision making process of the firms—as they eliminated or reduced uncertainty—, thereby restricting competition and leading to a collusive outcome.

From the standpoint of economic analysis, reducing uncertainty should not be considered as restrictive per se, as it may lead to significant procompetitive effects. The existence of uncertainty is not a necessary condition for a market to be competitive; on the contrary, it can lead to inefficiencies hindering effective competition. In fact, one of the basic requirements for perfect competition is the access to perfect information by all market agents.

In this sense, the CNMC seems to rely on a very formalistic interpretation of what should be understood as “independent decisions”. This does not mean that companies should make decisions without considering any information about their rivals. If this were the case, a company subject to significant competition, for example, might decide (incorrectly) to set very high prices (monopoly prices) as it did not even take into account the information showing that there are other competitors in the market setting competitive prices.
In reality, it is difficult to observe a single case of a firm taking completely independent decisions (i.e., ignoring its rivals). This view is shared by the European case law, which recognizes that while it is true that competition law requires autonomy in the decision making process of the firms, it does not exclude the right of economic operators to adapt themselves to the observed or anticipated behavior of their competitors, for which they need information about them. Therefore, although competition authorities often oppose artificial contacts or information exchanges between rival companies, to the extent that this may cause a change in behavior, from the economic point of view this could be counterproductive as that additional information could lead the firms to act more competitively. Thus, before taking an overly formalistic position, it is essential that regulators assess whether there is indeed a risk that anticompetitive effects would arise in the market, through the application of rigorous economic analysis, in line with the information that has been described in this article.

Otherwise, as happened in this case, the authorities may end up punishing a practice that could have had positive (or null) effects on the market, with the simple argument that the “independent decisions” of the companies would have been altered.

3.2.2. It does not demonstrate that the objective of the information exchange was anticompetitive

Another important aspect that should be mentioned about the information exchange is its intent or purpose. The judgment of the European Court of Justice in the case T-Mobile highlighted the importance of the objectives of a given exchange of information to determine its status as anticompetitive, especially when it involves a possible infringement by object. Similarly, in the USA, an important element to conclude that an exchange of information is illegal is to demonstrate that there is a “wrongful intent”.

---

29 For example, in the well-known case of Wood Pulp, the European Court of Justice stated that the producers were free to make decisions taking into account the expected behavior of their competitors.

30 That is, strictly speaking, the competition authorities would not prosecute tacit collusion leading to a collusive outcome on the market, as long as the companies have not triggered (let us say, artificially) a contact or information exchange that could have facilitated coordination. For example, also in the Wood Pulp case, the Court determined that “parallel behavior” constituted evidence of a concerted practice only when there is not an alternative plausible explanation for such behavior (for example, because the market does not have the characteristics that would make it prone to tacit collusion, and which would explain such price parallelism). From an economic perspective, however, the effect on the market can be equally harmful.

31 Case C-8/08 T-Mobile Netherlands BV and Others v Raad van bestuur van de Nederlandse Mededingingsautoriteit.

32 In this regard, see, for instance, the paper by Rosch (2011).
In this case, the CNMC did not prove that the purpose of the information exchange was anticompetitive. In fact, the exchange was justified by a contractual (compulsory) clause, to ensure transparency regarding the payment of fees and the allocation of parking slots for the various concessionaire car rental companies at each airport.

Finally, regarding the possible classification of the information exchange as an infringement by object, it is worth highlighting a recent ruling by the European Court of Justice on case C-67/13 P, Groupement des cartes bancaires (CB), in which it was concluded that the General Court had not correctly confirmed the restriction of competition by object indicated in the EC decision. Specifically, the Court stated that in order to conclude that a certain practice is restrictive by object it must be shown that it “reveals a sufficient degree of harm to competition”. Additionally, the Court identified a number of factors that should be assessed in relation to this type of conduct, in line with its case-law, such as:

“the content of its provisions, its objectives and the economic and legal context of which it forms a part. When determining that context, it is also necessary to take into consideration the nature of the goods or services affected, as well as the real conditions of the functioning and structure of the market or markets in question…”33

As we have argued throughout this paper, essentially every information exchange (including those involving future pricing -or other strategic competition variables-intentions) can potentially generate pro-competitive effects, depending on the specific context and circumstances of the market. In this sense, the recent European Court of Justice ruling teaches two important lessons, relevant for the case at hand:

• First, even in a potential infringement of competition law by object, the decision of the competition authority must involve, as a preliminary step, a thorough analysis of the facts of the case, including an assessment of the objectives of the conduct, the context, and the functioning of the market; therefore this rule cannot be used as an excuse to refrain from carrying out an in-depth economic analysis. That is to say, competition authorities should abandon the (ab)use of simplistic and formalistic rules, and instead devote more resources to the analysis of the effects; and,

• Secondly, it must be shown that the agreement “reveals a sufficient degree of harm to competition”, which essentially prevents any agreement with potential pro-competitive effects to fall within this category. Indeed, this assertion suggests that the by object rule should be confined to those agreements that can only lead (or are exceedingly likely to lead) to direct anti-competitive effects, such as an explicit price-fixing or market sharing agreement by a cartel, as we pointed out above.

33 Paragraph 53 of the European Court of Justice ruling in case C-67/13 P (Groupement des Cartes Bancaires).
3.3. There were not effects on the market

Finally, although the CNMC stated in its decision that anticompetitive effects took place because the information exchanges had led to a collusive outcome, this statement was not corroborated with any empirical evidence.

The analysis of relevant economic indicators shows a high level of competition in the market during the relevant period. For example, the variability of market shares and the lack of parallelism in prices and the average revenue per contract were common factors during the period of the information exchange, contrary to what would be expected in a colluded market. In addition, a significant level of entry and exit of competitors and a high degree of innovation were observed, which would have prevented any attempt of effective coordination. Furthermore, the profitability of most companies with a concession at Spanish airports during this time period was very low or even negative, which also contradicts the existence of any coordinated behavior or a collusive outcome.

IV. CONCLUSION

The assessment of information exchanges between competitors as a possible infringement of Competition Law cannot be limited to a mere identification of factors that characterize these exchanges, since the conclusions of such limited study are likely to be wrong. It is necessary to jointly analyze the market context in which the practice takes place, in order to assess whether the relevant market is prone to collusion, as well as the specific effects of each factor involved in the probability of reaching a collusive outcome. Additionally, any statement about the existence of effects on the market should be based on a rigorous empirical analysis that demonstrates that the relevant economic indicators point at the lack of effective competition.

Due to the increasing activities for monitoring and detecting cartels by the competition authorities (e.g., following the implementation of leniency programs and the particularly adverse economic environment in many countries), many more cases, in which different commercial behaviors under investigation turn out to be the exchange of commercially sensitive information between competitors, are expected to appear. It is therefore essential that the analysis used during the investigation could allow the authorities to distinguish and punish only those cases where the reduction of effective competition in the market is

---

34 For instance, the OECD states that the trend is towards a less clear and explicit cooperation: “This is ever more important in the context of the steadily increasing anti-cartel enforcement activity, as a result of which fully-fledged explicit cartel agreements are giving way to looser and more insidious ways of collusive cooperation among competitors” OECD (2010), page 9.
sought, or where anticompetitive effects on competition are actually observed, so that the actions that could generate procompetitive effects for consumers and businesses, or simply that do not have any potential to restrict competition, are not penalized.
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